We report a new mechanism for allelic dominance in regulatory genetic interactions that we call binding dominance. We investigated a biophysical model of gene regulation, where the fractional occupancy of a transcription factor (TF) on the cis-regulated promoter site it binds to is determined by binding energy (-ΔG) and TF concentration. Transcription and gene expression proceed when the TF is bound to the promoter. In diploids, individuals may be heterozygous at the cis-site, at the TF's coding region, or at the TF's own promoter, which determines allele-specific TF concentration. We find that when the TF's coding region is heterozygous, TF alleles compete for occupancy at the cis sites and the tighter-binding TF is dominant in proportion to the difference in binding strength. When the TF's own promoter is heterozygous, the TF produced at the higher concentration is also dominant. Cis-site heterozygotes have additive and therefore codominant phenotypes. Binding dominance extends to the expression of downstream loci and is sensitive to genetic background. While binding dominance is inevitable at the molecular level, it may be difficult to detect in the phenotype under some biophysical conditions, more so when TF concentration is high and allele-specific binding affinities are similar. A body of empirical research on the biophysics of TF binding demonstrates the plausibility of this mechanism of dominance, but studies of gene expression under competitive binding in heterozygotes in a diversity of genetic backgrounds are needed.
Abstract:
We report a new mechanism for allelic dominance in regulatory genetic interactions that we call binding dominance. We investigated a biophysical model of gene regulation, where the fractional occupancy of a transcription factor (TF) on the cis-regulated promoter site it binds to is determined by binding energy (-ΔG) and TF concentration. Transcription and gene expression proceed when the TF is bound to the promoter. In diploids, individuals may be heterozygous at the cis-site, at the TF's coding region, or at the TF's own promoter, which determines allele-specific TF concentration. We find that when the TF's coding region is heterozygous, TF alleles compete for occupancy at the cis sites and the tighter-binding TF is dominant in proportion to the difference in binding strength. When the TF's own promoter is heterozygous, the TF produced at the higher concentration is also dominant. Cis-site heterozygotes have additive and therefore codominant phenotypes. Binding dominance extends to the expression of downstream loci and is sensitive to genetic background. While binding dominance is inevitable at the molecular level, it may be difficult to detect in the phenotype under some biophysical conditions, more so when TF concentration is high and allele-specific binding affinities are similar. A body of empirical research on the biophysics of TF binding demonstrates the plausibility of this mechanism of dominance, but studies of gene expression under competitive binding in heterozygotes in a diversity of genetic backgrounds are needed.
Introduction:
Mendel (1) coined the terms dominant and recessive to describe variants that respectively appear in 3::1 ratios in first-generation hybrid crosses. Wright (2) proposed a plausible mechanism, demonstrating theoretically that dominance can arise as a natural show dominance, whereas the cis-acting sites they regulate only rarely do (11) (12) (13) . The mechanism is unknown. We propose that this dominance is an inevitable consequence of differences in binding dynamics between trans-acting gene products as they compete for access to the cis sites they regulate. The degree of dominance thereby depends on differences in concentration and binding affinity of the trans-acting gene products. This form of dominance, which we term binding dominance, propagates through regulatory pathways and is modified by polymorphism at other loci in the pathway. Our findings apply to any trans-acting regulatory molecules interacting with cis-acting regulatory sites.
Transcription-factor/promoter interactions meet these criteria well and we will develop the model using that language.
Biophysical model of gene expression. Biophysical models have long been used to study molecular interactions between DNA and molecules that bind to it (e.g., [14] [15] [16] . The central premise of these models is that interactions between regulatory molecules and the sites they regulate behave according to the thermodynamic and kinetic principles that drive all molecular interactions. Consistent with empirical data (reviewed in ref. 17) , gene expression only ensues while a transcription factor (TF) molecule is physically bound to the promoter of the regulated gene.
In our model, binding is a stochastic process determined by the free energy of association (-ΔG) between a TF molecule and promoter, which we will call 'binding energy.'
The fractional occupancy θ -the proportion of time a promoter is occupied by a TF molecule, and therefore the gene-expression level -depends on -ΔG, and also on NTF, the number of free TF molecules available to bind when the promoter is unoccupied. We treat NTF and TF concentration as synonyms, using the nucleus as unit volume.
The biophysical model represents interacting TF molecules and the promoter sequence as strings of bits of arbitrary length, an approach based in statistical physics and information theory (14) . This method of abstraction permits characterization of molecular interactions at arbitrary scales, from the state space of electrostatic interaction among atoms to amino acid and nucleotide variation, and ultimately, to the genetic basis of variation in those molecules. The binding energy drops in steps of -ΔG1 as m, the proportion of mismatched bits over the length of the bitstring, increases. The haploid model, a parameter-reduced form of our model in Tulchinsky et al. (15;  
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We use the following notational conventions throughout. Interacting loci are labeled with letters A and B, with C included for 3-locus pathways. Subscripts indicate allelic variants as in Fig. 1A ; those before the letter (e.g., 1A, NTF.1A) refer to promoter alleles and those after the letter (e.g., A1) indicate gene-product alleles; subscripts are dropped for homozygotes (e.g., AA; NTF). Arrows indicate allele-specific regulatory interactions (e.g., mA1 à 1B represents bitstring mismatches between TF allele A1 and cis-site allele 1B).
Diploid model. In diploids, the allelic forms A1 and A2 of the TF molecule ( Fig. 1 ) compete for occupancy at both promoter sites 1B and 2B independently (15) and the total number of TF molecules is the sum of those from each TF allele copy (NTF = NTF.1A + NTF.2A). Under TF competition, the fractional occupancy of A1 on promoter site 1B in the presence of A2 is
where mA1 à 1B and mA2 à 1B are the proportion of mismatches between the bit strings of 1B vs. A1 and A2 respectively, and αA2 à 1B is the coefficient of competition with A2. Fractional occupancies of the other three interactions are calculated analogously.
The final expression level (θ) is the sum of the fractional occupancies of the four TFpromoter pairs, scaled to a maximum of 1, In the biophysical model, the bit strings are abstract representations of information content that can characterize underlying genetic differences in the interacting molecules.
Equations 1 and 3 therefore characterize the genotype-phenotype (G-P) map, the rules by which the phenotype is generated from the underlying genotype, as a function of the binding energies and TF concentrations. If fractional occupancy cannot be measured separately for each allele, then d must be assessed phenotypically. Even strong dominance becomes increasingly difficult to detect as θ's for homozygotes and heterozygotes of both alleles approach equality because the three genotypes will have very similar phenotypes; the locus will appear monomorphic or the degree of dominance will be obscured by sampling and measurement error. Detectability (t) is proportional to the absolute difference between the two homozygote phenotypes, such that t = κ |P11 -P22| with proportionality function κ. In a constant genetic background, κ is some increasing function of the accuracy in the measurement of P (or θ) and the sample size of the study. To graphically illustrate the effects of detectability, we overlay the genotype-dominance maps with white opacity masks, grading from opaque at t = 0 through translucency to transparency at t = 1, with the effect of making the underlying genotype-dominance map increasingly visible as detectability increases. As a heuristic, we treat κ as a constant arbitrarily set to 4 and a maximum of t = 1; i.e., dominance is undetectable when homozygote phenotypes are equal and always detectable when their difference equals or exceeds 1/4.
Analysis.
We considered cases where fractional occupancy and therefore gene expression is maximal (θ = P = 1) when binding is maximal (m = 0) and TF concentration is saturating, and that θ = P = 0.5 when m = 0.5 at the same NTF.sat. Analysis of the role of TF concentration requires scaling -ΔG1 to NTF.sat in order to meet these constraints (eqs. 1 and 2). Substituting eq. 2 into eq. 3 and solving for -ΔG1, we used
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We report results from the cases where NTF.sat takes the values 10, 100 and 1000. All analyses were done using Mathematica (18) .
We compare three types of polymorphism (Fig. 1A) . Polymorphism in the cis-regulated B locus is represented as AAà1B2B; that in the TF protein-coding region is A1A2àBB, and variation in upstream TF expression (i.e., allele-specific NTF) is 1A2AàBB. In the SI Appendix, we consider the propagation of dominance at the A locus to loci further downstream, and further explore genetic-background effects, in the 3-locus AAàBBàCC pathway.
Results
Genotype-phenotype maps. The shapes of the G-P maps differ depending on which site is polymorphic. In the 1A2AàBB case ( In the AAà1B2B case ( Fig. 1H-J) , the expression of the two B-allele copies is additive (eq.
3) and at NTF.sat, peak θ occurs when both alleles perfectly match the TF (mA à 1B = mA à 2B = 0). Expression falls away on both axes, leaving a characteristic arc on the density plot ( Fig.   1H ), curving opposite the direction of the A1A2àBB case. Increasing NTF.sat produces a more plateaued ridge that extends further out along the mA à 1B = mA à 2B diagonal, visible as a more squared-off arc on the density plot ( Fig. 1I and J). In the A1A2àBB case ( Fig. 2A-C) , the TF allele with higher binding affinity (lower m) has a competitive advantage and dominant expression. The isoclines follow the diagonal when m is low but flare at higher m such that the competitive binding effect becomes much weaker. In this range the occupancy of each allele is so low that the TF's cease to compete and the phenotype becomes effectively additive (i.e., diploid θ of eq. 3 approaches haploid θ of eq. 1 as mà1). NTF.sat has a strong effect on dominance due to its effect on competition.
When NTF.sat is high (Fig. 2C ), small changes in binding affinity can produce large changes in d, particularly when m < 0.5, whereas much larger changes in m are required for the same effect at NTF.sat = 10 ( Fig. 2A ).
In the 1A2AàBB case ( In contrast, polymorphism in the B locus has no effect on the dominance of A1 in the A1A2à1B2B case (SI Appendix Fig. S2A ), and only a subtle effect on the dominance of 1A in the 1A2Aà1B2B case (SI Appendix Fig. S2B ).
Detectability of dominance in the phenotype. Fig. 3A -E shows the dominance maps of Fig. 2A-E overlaid by white opacity masks that obscure d in regions where homozygotes have similar expression. Existing dominance in the 1A2AàBB case is likely to be hard to detect unless NTF.sat is low and alleles differ strongly (Fig. 3D) , and is likely to be detectable only in loss-of-expression alleles when NTF.sat is high (Fig. 3E) . Detectability is higher in the A1A2àBB case especially when NTF.sat is low (Fig. 3A) . As NTF.sat increases (Fig. 3B and C) , the region of low detectability broadens in the high-expression region (low m; Fig. 1F and 
G).
Dominance in the 3-locus pathway. In the 3-locus pathway AAàBBàCC (see SI Appendix), we find that dominance in 1A and A1 propagates to affect the expression of locus C (θC). It is modifiable by polymorphism in B1 and B2, but is difficult to detect unless expression of the B locus (θB) is low enough that NTF.B is well below saturation or there is significant binding mismatch in the BBàCC step.
Discussion
We find that dominance emerges in regulatory genetic pathways due to competitive molecular interactions between transcription-factor variants as they bind to their shared promoters. Alleles with higher competitive ability are inevitably dominant with respect to their contributions to fractional occupancy. Dominance effects extend to expression of downstream loci in multi-step pathways, and polymorphism therein generates genetic background effects. However, this form of dominance is likely to be phenotypically detectable only when TF concentrations or binding strengths are in the range where gene expression levels differ measurably between homozygotes. We discuss each of these properties and their implications.
Binding dominance: a new mechanism for dominance. Competition between transcription factors for binding to the promoter sites they regulate (eq. 2; the A1A2àBB interaction) represents a novel source of dominance at the molecular level. The strength of the dominance depends on the biophysical properties of the interaction between TF molecules and the promoter sites to which they bind. When TF variants differ in their binding affinities (-ΔG), the variant with higher affinity is dominant ( Fig. 2A-C) . Dominance of the competing TF variants is also sensitive to overall TF availability for binding (NTF; Fig.   2D and E). This is because when NTF is low, fractional occupancy is likewise low and there is little competition at the binding site; the allelic effects approach additivity. Conversely, at high NTF, the tighter-binding TF variant dominates fractional occupancy, driving expression. In contrast, polymorphism at the downstream cis-regulatory site (AAà1B2B) cannot contribute to dominance. This is because expression of the cis-regulated gene product, or respectively the TF variant, proceeds independently for each allele and sums to produce overall expression.
Binding dominance differs from the type of dominance that arises in metabolic pathways, which we call flux dominance, though the mechanisms of both are rooted in the biophysics of molecular interactions. In enzymes embedded in metabolic pathways, dominant alleles have higher rates of catalysis (kcat), thus producing a higher flux from substrate to product, and the degree of dominance is proportional to the difference in kcat values (3) (4) (5) . Flux dominance is sensitive to substrate saturation of the enzyme (19), analogous to the way NTF affects the degree of binding dominance through fractional occupancy. Flux dominance doesn't explain the effects of mutations at regulatory loci (5) because regulatory pathways don't experience flux.
Feedback dominance results from cases where a gene product autoregulates its expression. Omholt et al. (7) analyzed feedback dominance using the biophysically relevant Hill (20) equation that permits serially repeated promoter-site sequences; they considered only cases that lacked polymorphism in the TF coding region. Gene products could regulate either their own promoters (in our notation, 1A2Aà1A2A) or the promoters of an upstream TF (1A2Aà1B2Bà1A2A). These pathways resemble the 1A2Aà1B2B and 1A2Aà1B2B àCC (see SI Appendix) cases for which we find dominance, suggesting that feedback dominance may ultimately prove to be a special case of binding dominance. To our knowledge, the effects of polymorphism in the coding regions, thus competitive binding, on feedback dominance remain unexplored.
Diffusion dominance arises in network-based regulation of ontogenetic diffusion gradients, including morphogen concentrations, their diffusion and decay rates, and the threshold concentrations necessary to initiate a phenotypic response (8) . Allelic variation affecting any of these components can show dominance in network output. While we have presented our model in the context of TF-promoter interactions, its principles apply broadly to interactions between any genetically determined, interacting regulatory molecules. Our simple regulatory pathways represent elements in these more complex diffusion-based networks, and we expect that dominance due to competitive binding will be inherent in them.
Detectability and cryptic dominance. Biophysical conditions that lead to especially high or low fractional occupancies, respectively the bottom left and top right corners of the G-P maps (Fig. 1B-J) , can mask dominance because the two homozygotes have very similar phenotypes. This can occur when m is similar for both alleles, or when allele-specific NTF is either high enough to saturate the binding site, or low enough that the binding site is rarely occupied by either allele. Even strong dominance at the level of molecular interactions can remain cryptic (e.g., compare Fig. 2B -E to Fig. 3B-E) . When NTF.sat is high, only complete knockout 2A alleles will be detectable as recessive (Fig. 3E ) and moderate to strong dominance will likely be undetected. Likewise, when both alleles have similar binding affinities or concentrations, the alleles will be nearly codominant (diagonals of Fig. 2A-E ), but all individuals will have nearly identical phenotypes ( Fig. 3A-E) . There, even polymorphism will be difficult to detect without genotyping; the degree of dominance may be of little practical importance in these cases anyway. This pattern is consistent with the long-standing observation that codominance at the phenotypic level appears rare in nature (2), although not in these cases because codominance is rare per se, but rather that it can be difficult to detect that the locus is polymorphic. Nevertheless, assays of allele-specific binding affinities and expression levels (17) will uncover cryptic dominance in expression.
Effects of genetic background. Polymorphism in the genetic background can enhance, obscure, or even reverse binding dominance. There are two types of background effects in the 2-locus regulatory interaction and several more in the 3-locus pathway (see SI Appendix). In the 2-locus pathway, dominance of coding-site (A1, A2) alleles at the TF locus is unaffected by polymorphism in the cis-regulated locus (i.e., dA1A2 à 1B2B = dA1A2 à BB).
However, in the 1A12A2àBB case, where NTF and m covary, dominance of coding-site TF variants is affected by polymorphism in their promoters (Fig. 2F ) and vice versa (Fig. 3F) .
For a given binding-affinity (A1A2) heterozygote, dominance modification is asymmetrical, being more effective when the promoter of the tighter-binding allele (therefore its NTF) is varied (Fig. 3F) . In contrast, for a given NTF (1A2A) heterozygote, changes in binding affinities of either allele have effects of similar magnitude (Fig. 2F ).
In the 3-locus pathway (SI Appendix), dominance in locus A with respect to fractional occupancy of locus B (θB) can propagate down the pathway, such that A alleles can show dominance with respect to expression of locus C (θC) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). However, this will be difficult to detect unless NTF.B is well below NTF.B.sat, which requires that θB for at least one of the B alleles be particularly low. In practice, only loss-of-expression/function mutations at locus A are likely to be detectably recessive with respect to θC. However, dominance of 1A or A1 on θC becomes increasingly easier to detect as mB à C increases.
Polymorphism at the coding site of locus B modifies that dominance only negligibly.
Flux dominance is similarly sensitive to allelic substitutions that occur up to several steps removed along a metabolic pathway (3, 5). Bagheri-Chaichian (19) show that the Conversely, changes in allozyme concentration or kcat due to variation in 2B or B2 may modify, mask or expose binding dominance at 1A or A1 when dA is assessed using genotypespecific fluxes in the metabolic pathway.
Beyond the regulatory pathway, transcription factors interact with other molecules in the cell that may be influenced by genetic background. These include direct interactions with proteins that regulate TF availability, spurious DNA and RNA binding sites, and indirect effects of physiological conditions such as pH (17) . These affect the NTF/NTF.sat ratio but have negligible effect on dominance and its detectability; the isoclines of Fig. 2D and E and the detectability gradients in Fig. 3D and E are constant with respect to this ratio.
However, dominance may be modified in cases where TF variants differ in their responses to the non-specific background (i.e., A1-A2 cases with properties closer to the 1A1-2A2 case). 
where θ is the fractional occupancy, N'TF is the number of TF molecules,-ΔG is the free energy of association between a TF molecule and promoter site, and Ediff is the difference between the free energy of association between a TF molecule to its primary binding site and its local environmental background, which may include the non-specific binding to the genomic background as well as inhibitors and other molecules in the nuclear matrix (17).
When Ediff < 0, the background is more attractive and fewer TF's are available for gene regulation; when Ediff > 0, the target site is more attractive. Non-specific binding reduces the number of TF molecules in solution, making fewer available to interact with the specific binding site. We combine the Ediff parameter and their N'TF into a single TF-availability term using NTF = N'TF*exp (-Ediff) , where NTF is the number of unencumbered TF molecules available for regulatory interactions, such that
Gerland et al. (14) where n is the bitstring length. Therefore, our -ΔG1 is equivalent to -nΔG1 of Tulchinsky et al. (15) . For resolution in our density plots, we treat n as an arbitrarily large, finite integer.
Reducing n would increase their pixilation by averaging over blocks of area 1/n 2 , without affecting the conclusions.
Propagation of dominance and genetic background effects in 3-locus pathways.
We show in the body of the article that dominance of 1A and A1 occurs with respect to expression of locus B (θB). In a longer pathway, where locus B drives expression of locus C (θC), we expect locus A's dominance to propagate, such that it is detectable with respect to θC. Here we show the extent and limitations of that propagation. 
Results
Genotype-phenotype map: The G-P map of the 1A2AàBBàCC case with NTF.sat = 10 ( Fig.   S1B ) is a steeper version of the 1A2AàBB map (Fig. 1B) , such that expression of locus C is nearly maximal unless NTF.A is very low for both A alleles. Higher values of NTF.sat (not shown) have such steep GP maps at low NTF.A that only virtual double-knockout 1A2A genotypes are able to block C-locus expression. The G-P map for A1A2àBBàCC (Fig S1C shows the NTF.sat = 10 case) takes the same form as the A1A2àBB map (Fig. 1E ), but greater mismatch is required for an equivalent reduction of θC. At higher NTF.sat (not shown), the region of low expression becomes increasingly confined to the top right corner, where mA à B is high for both A alleles; the shape plateaus and squares off as it does for the A1A2àBB maps ( Fig. 1E-G) .
Propagation of dominance in fractional occupancy to downstream loci.
Using a three-locus linear pathway (Fig. S1A) , we assessed dominance of the 1A and A1 sites with respect to expression of locus C (θC). Both showed dominance. In the A1A2àBBàCC case, the transition from dominant to recessive lies parallel to the mA1 à B = mA2 à B diagonal (Fig. S1D) , and increasing NTF.sat steepens the transition (Fig. S2F) . Dominance in the 1A2AàBBàCC case is so similar to that of the 1A2AàBB case of Fig. 3D that a separate figure is unnecessary.
Although this dominance in fractional occupancy is inevitable at the molecular level, it will be difficult to detect in the phenotype unless θC is low, i.e., when mB à C is high or 2NTF.B/NTF.sat (therefore θB) is low (Figs. 4F and G).
Dominance of A with respect to θC can be modified by allelic variation elsewhere in the pathway. In the A1A2àB1B2àCC case, θC is reduced relative to the A1A2àBBàCC case.
This simultaneously weakens dominance provided that mB1 à C and mB2 à C are both high, and makes that dominance more detectable (Fig. S2B) . In contrast, dominance in the 1A2AàB1B2àCC case (Fig. S2E) is unaffected relative to the 1A2AàBBàCC case (and therefore relative to the 1A2AàBB of Fig. 3D) ; the primary effect is to reduce its detectability.
Variation in B's promoter has little or no modifying effect. In the 1A2Aà1B2BàCC case, polymorphism in the B-locus promoter reduces the dominance only negligibly even when detectability is high (Fig. S2C) , and it has no effect in the A1A2à1B2BàCC case (not shown).
The effect of variation in the C-locus promoter is negligible (A1A2àBBà1C2C) or absent (1A2AàBBà1C2C) (not shown).
Nevertheless, detection of dominance of A alleles with respect to θC is likely to be difficult under some conditions. In the A1A2àBBàCC case with maximal binding in the BàC interaction (mB à C = 0) and NTF.sat = 10, dominance becomes detectable only when binding for one A allele is low (e.g., high mA2 à B; Fig. S1E ). At high NTF.sat (Fig. S1F) , only very weakly binding alleles are detectably recessive. The effect is somewhat more extreme in the 1A2AàBBàCC case (Fig. S1G) , where only knockout alleles are detectably recessive even at low NTF.sat. However, in all cases, detectability increases with mB à C because θC drops below the level of saturation and expression differences between A-allele homozygotes become detectable.
Discussion
In the 3-locus pathway, dominance in locus A with respect to fractional occupancy of locus B (θB) can propagate down the pathway, such that A alleles can show dominance with respect to expression of locus C (θC) (Fig. S1 ). However, this is more difficult to detect unless θB for at least one of the B alleles is particularly low. This is because θB determines NTF.B,
and NTF.B of at least one B allele must be well below saturation in order for A1's dominance to be detectable in θC ( Fig. S1D and E) . For θB to be low, binding affinity and/or NTF/NTF.sat must be fairly low at the promoters of both A alleles, especially when NTF.A.sat is high, and in practice, only loss-of-expression/function mutations at locus A are likely to be detectably recessive with respect to θC. However, dominance of 1A or A1 on θC becomes increasingly easier to detect as mB à C increases (Fig. S2E) . Nevertheless, polymorphism at the coding site of locus B or the promoter of locus C modifies the degree of that dominance only negligibly ( Fig. S2E) if at all. 
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